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Full Moon Visualisation to Manifest your Dreams for 5 October 2017
Carrying on the ‘ Abundance “ theme from Angel Awareness day , Franziska has
created this magnificent Visualisation to Manifest your Dreams for the Full Moon
which is on the 5th October 2017

Before starting this visualisation take some time to think about a wish or a dream that you
would like to manifest for yourself then connect with the other DCF teachers.
Close your eyes and relax … get really comfortable in your seat and feel the ground below
your feet. Take some deep breaths. Visualise big strong roots growing from the bottom of
your feet deep down into the Earth winding themselves around a beautiful sparkling
Crystal. Sense the energy coming up along your roots and chakra column all the way up
to Source. Source responds with a column of divine light that embraces you with such
power that you know that you are a child of the Divine and your essence is Divinity. Send
that energy down your body, into your Earths Star chakra and into the planet to be
anchored.
Imagine that you are on an island, walking in
the midst of vibrant green nature, near the
ocean. You can hear gentle waves going
back and forth, calming and relaxing you.
You carry on walking on a path, until you get
to a picturesque waterfall, which cascades
down from a rocky mountain covered with
beautiful nature.
You find yourself in a
natural paradise.
You walk under the
waterfall now and feel the water refreshing and purifying you.
Near the waterfall you notice a spiral path that leads upwards. You follow this path to
explore where it takes you until you get to a cave guarded by an Angel radiating violet
light. The Angel invites you in. You find yourself inside a crystal cave with many Amethyst
crystals and a pool of liquid violet flames with gold and silver. By the side of the pool you

notice the presence of Archangel Zadkiel. He welcomes you warmly and you attune to his
energies. Mentally repeat this prayer:
Beloved Archangel Zadkiel, please clear my path and free me so that I can easily manifest
my dreams. So be it. It is done.
Archangel Zadkiel invites you to immerse yourself into the pool of liquid violet flames with
gold and silver and you are going to stay here for a moment … as you emerge you sense
that your energy fields are very clear. Thank Archangel Zadkiel and return to the spiral
path.
As you move upwards along the spiral path you come to a second cave guarded by an
Angel of Love. He radiates shimmering bright white light. He invites you in and you find
yourself in a cave with many Rose Quartz crystals and a pool of pure white liquid energy
with tinges of pink and gold sparkles. By the side of the pool Archangel Chamuel is
awaiting you and welcoming you with great love and compassion. He explains to you:
When your heart is open and healed you radiate unconditional love and this opens you up
to Divine Abundance. Your Dreams and wishes can then come true.
You ask for permission to immerse yourself into the pool knowing that this will help you to
achieve this state. Archangel Chamuel gives you permission and as you are bathing in the
liquid pure white energy with tinges of pink and sparkles of gold your heart chakra
expands so wide that it extends from shoulder to shoulder allowing a high flow of
frequencies.
With deep gratitude and humility you emerge from the pool and give your thanks to
Archangel Chamuel. Then you return to the spiral path following it up and up …. And
round and round … until you get to a third cave.
An Angel radiating emerald green light guards this cave. He invites you in and you find
yourself in front of an emerald pool. By his side stands Archangel Raphael. He welcomes
you warmly and you attune to his powerful energy that brings healing and abundance.
Ask Archangel Raphael permission to enter this pool in order to receive deep healing on
all levels. He gives it and you immerse yourself into the powerful liquid emerald green
healing energy. You feel it enfolding your body. If you need any physical healing and can
focus the energy to bathe the appropriate areas.
Archangel Raphael is now asking you to bathe your Third Eye with the liquid energy. Do
so and feel it expanding. As the third eye expands you feel all other chakras doing the
same. They are lighting up and coming into line. Focus your attention on your third eye,
which is glowing crystal with emerald green, and notice that it is mixing with the crystal
gold of your crown.
Be aware that you can now direct light from your Third Eye to everything that you focus
upon … so take a moment again and concentrate on your wish or dream … you can
project it onto a screen in front of your Third Eye and then see it bathed with light. Know

that in this way you have the power and can co-create your life together with the Divine.
You can invite your guides, angels and masters to help you hold your vision … sense this
happening …
It is time to emerge from the pool and to give thanks to Archangel Raphael for the amazing
gift that has been given to you!
As you step out from this cave you go up the last bit of the spiral path and find yourself on
top of the Mountain with a breathtaking view over the glittering, sparkling, golden ocean.
You notice turtles swimming in the ocean and you know that Cosmic Abundance is coming
to you. You know that all is possible now and you expect miracles.
Slowly you start your descent down the spiral path until you get to the waterfall at the
bottom. Then take your awareness back into the room where you started your
visualisation.
Contributed by Franziska, Monterotondo, Italy

